FEC Proposes Rule Changing Political Donation Requirements for Corporate LLPs

The Federal Elections Commission published a proposed rule that would treat certain Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs) as corporations for the purposes of political contributions. Currently, partnerships are allowed to make contributions of up to $2,500 per candidate per election to federal office, $30,800 aggregate annually to national party committees, and $5,000 aggregate annually to other political committees. Corporations, however, are prohibited from making political contributions for federal elections, but may use general funds to establish separate segregated funds (SSFs) that are granted limited contribution and expenditure functions. “The Commission proposes to revise its rules on partnerships so that LLPs opting for association treatment (“Corporate LLPs”) would be treated as corporations in 11 CFR part 114. Corporate LLPs would no longer themselves be able to make contributions or to attribute them to their partners. Instead, Corporate LLPs could establish SSFs that could solicit contributions from their restricted classes, and would be able to use those funds to make contributions to candidates and political committees. In contrast, LLPs that do not “check the box” pursuant to the Internal Revenue Service’s provisions would be able to make contributions and those contributions would continue to be attributed to the partnership and its partners.”

FEC contends that this rule will not affect a significant number of small entities. “The only economic impact attributable to these proposed rules would be the costs incurred by limited liability partnerships that wish to establish and administer separate segregated funds. This activity is entirely voluntary and any costs associated with it would fall only on entities choosing to establish and administer a separate segregated fund. Therefore, the attached proposed rule would not have a significant impact on a substantial number of small entities.”

Comments are due on February 11th, 2013.
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Environmental Protection Agency
EPA Proposes $600 Million Rule Setting Quality Standards for Florida Waters, $53 Million in Benefits
The Environmental Protection Agency published a proposed rule establishing new standards for nitrogen and phosphorous pollution in Florida’s estuaries, coastal waters, and inland flowing waters such as rivers, streams, and canals. A report by Florida’s Department of Environmental Protection estimates that 14 percent of Florida estuaries and 1.6 percent of Florida coastal waters are impaired by nitrogen and phosphorous pollution, along with 8 percent of assessed streams and rivers and 5 percent of assessed lakes. EPA estimates that the costs of the standard will outweigh the benefits by about 6-1 on the low end or by about 12-1 on the high end: “The final conclusion of this assessment is that the incremental costs associated with the proposed rule range between $239.0 million and $632.4 million per year (2010 dollars) and total monetized benefits may be in the range from $39.0 to $53.4 million annually. EPA's analysis describes additional benefits that could not be monetized.” Comments are due on February 19th, 2013.

Department of Homeland Security
DHS Proposes Rule to Curb Sexual Abuse in DHS Confinement Facilities
The Department of Homeland Security published a proposed rule that would seek to curb sexual abuse within DHS confinement facilities, which include longer-term immigration detention facilities and shorter-term holding facilities. However, the rule would not apply to contract detention facilities or to state- and locally-run intergovernmental service agreement facilities. “The proposed rule, if made final, would require prevention planning; prompt and coordinated response and intervention; training and education of staff, contractors, volunteers and detainees; proper treatment for victims; procedures for investigation, discipline and prosecution of perpetrators; data collection and review for corrective action; and audits for compliance with the standards.”

Following the example of the Department of Justice’s June 2012 prison rape rule, DHS uses a breakeven analysis to examine the costs and benefits of the proposed rule: “DHS estimates that the costs of these standards would be approximately $57.7 million over the period 2013-2022, discounted at 7 percent, or $8.2 million per year when annualized at a 7 percent discount rate… The RIA concludes that when all facilities and costs are phased into the rulemaking, the breakeven point would be reached if the standards reduced the annual number of incidents of sexual abuse by 55 from the estimated benchmark levels, which is 79 percent of the total number of assumed incidents in ICE confinement facilities, including an estimated number of those who may not have reported an incident.” Comments are due on February 19th, 2013.

Securities and Exchange Commission
SEC Publishes Exemption from Some Credit Default Swap Rules
The Securities and Exchange Commission published a notice announcing the exemption of customer-related positions in credit default swaps (CDS) to provide for the facilitation of portfolio margining treatment. “Portfolio margining of index CDS (subject to CFTC regulations) and single-name CDS (subject to SEC regulations) can offer many benefits to investors and the markets, including promoting greater efficiencies in clearing with respect to off-setting positions and thereby aligning costs more closely with overall risks presented by an investor's portfolio. Further, portfolio margining may help to alleviate excessive margin calls, improve cash flows and liquidity, and reduce volatility. At the same time, facilitating portfolio margining for customer-owned swaps requires careful consideration to ensure that customer protection concerns are appropriately addressed, as well as to promote appropriate risk management and disclosure. The Commission is mindful of the need to address these
issues. Accordingly, after careful consideration of the requests before the Commission, comments received, and the relevant statutory provisions, the Commission is acting to provide conditional exemptive relief to facilitate portfolio margining treatment for customer-related positions in CDS that are cleared pursuant to the terms of this Order.” Comments are due on February 19th, 2013.

**Commodity Futures Trading Commission**

**CFTC Finalizes Credit Default Swap Clearing Rule**

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission published a final rule establishing clearing requirement for certain classes of credit default swaps (CDS) and interest rate swaps (IRS) by a derivatives clearing organization (DCO) registered with the Commission under the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA), as amended by the Dodd-Frank Act. “Without central clearing [during the financial crisis] a market participant bore the risk that its counterparty would not fulfill its payment obligations pursuant to a swap's terms (counterparty credit risk). As the financial crisis deepened, this risk made market participants wary of trading with each other. As a result, markets quickly became illiquid and trading volumes plummeted... Both regulators and market participants alike recognized that risk exposures would have been monitored, measured, and collateralized through the process of central clearing.”

The Commission was required by the CEA to assess the costs and benefits of the rule before promulgation. “There are also significant benefits associated with increased clearing, including reducing and standardizing counterparty credit risk, increased transparency, and easier access to the swap markets. These effects together will contribute significantly to the stability and efficiency of the financial system. The Commission lacks data to quantify these benefits with any degree of precision. The Commission notes, however, that the extraordinary financial system turbulence of 2008 has had profound and long-lasting adverse effects on the economy, and therefore reducing systemic risk provides significant, if unquantifiable, benefits.”

**Department of Transportation**

**NHTSA Proposes Rule Requiring Cars be Equipped with Event Data Recorders**

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration published a proposed rule requiring light vehicles manufactured after September 2014 to be equipped with an event data recorder (EDR), which must meet the EDR requirements established by NHTSA in a 2006 rulemaking. An EDR is a device attached to a motor vehicle “to record technical information about the status and operation of vehicle systems for a very brief period of time (i.e., a few seconds) and in very limited circumstances (immediately before and during a crash), primarily for the purpose of post-crash assessment of vehicle safety system performance.” This information is used to better understand the circumstances leading up to a vehicle crash. “The agency is issuing this proposal because we believe that, without a regulation, EDRs will remain absent from the estimated 8 percent of the current light vehicle fleet that lacks an EDR. We believe that requiring all light vehicles required to have frontal air bags to be equipped with EDRs would help improve vehicle safety for consumers, while imposing relatively limited costs on the automobile industry.” NHTSA estimates that requiring installation of an EDR will cost $20 per vehicle, or $26.4 million when applied to the 1.32 million vehicles affected by this rule. Comments are due on February 11th, 2013.

**FTA Withdraws Proposed Rule Increasing Passenger Weight Assumption for Bus Testing**

The Federal Transit Administration published a withdrawal of a proposed rule that would have increased the assumed size of bus passengers, affecting bus requirements for safety tests. “This action withdraws a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) that would have amended the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA’s) bus testing regulation to increase the assumed average passenger weight value used for ballasting test buses from the current value of 150 pounds to a new value of 175 pounds. This increase was proposed to better reflect the actual weight of the average American adult and to provide accurate information to the transit agencies that purchase such vehicles. In light of recent legislation directing FTA to establish new pass/fail standards that require a more comprehensive review of its overall bus testing program, FTA is withdrawing the rulemaking.”

**National Credit Union Administration**

**NCUA Finalizes Rule Removing References to “Credit Ratings” Pursuant to Dodd-Frank**

The National Credit Union Administration published a final rule removing references to “credit ratings” in existing rules and replacing them with other appropriate standards, as required by the Dodd-Frank Act. “For regulations pertaining to investment securities, the NPRM replaced minimum rating requirements with a requirement that the federal credit union (FCU) or corporate credit union (corporate) conduct and document a credit analysis demonstrating that the issuer of the security has a certain, specified capacity to meet its financial commitments...
For regulations pertaining to counterparty transactions, the NPRM replaced minimum rating requirements with a requirement that the credit union conduct a credit analysis of the counterparty based on a standard approved by the credit union's board. For provisions not related to investment and counterparty suitability, the NPRM generally deleted references to ratings without requiring a substitute analysis.”

Agencies

Food and Drug Administration
FDA Seeks Comments, Information on Initiating Risk Assessment for Food Allergen Thresholds
The Food and Drug Administration published a notice requesting comments and information on the initiation of a risk assessment to be used for establishing thresholds for food allergens. “The establishment of regulatory thresholds or action levels for major food allergens would help us determine whether, or what type of, enforcement action is appropriate when specific problems are identified and also help us establish a clear standard for evaluating claims in [Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act] petitions that an ingredient “does not cause an allergic response that poses a risk to human health” or “does not contain allergenic protein.” Regulatory thresholds also would help industry to conduct allergen hazard analyses and develop standards for evaluating the effectiveness of allergen preventive controls.” The FDA Threshold Working Group determined that using a risk assessment would be the best approach for establishing an allergen threshold. FDA is particularly looking for comments to define allergens that pose risks to human health, identify which food allergens are the greatest public health concerns, identify the size of the at-risk population, and discuss dietary exposure pattern information. Comments are due on February 12th, 2013.

Department of Health and Human Services
CDC Releases Final Guidance on Dampness in Office Buildings and Schools
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in conjunction with the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) published a final guidance/NIOSH Alert on respiratory diseases caused by exposure to dampness in nonindustrial buildings such as office buildings and schools. Dampness is defined as excessive and unwanted moisture, which can result in the growth of mold, fungi, and bacteria. “Research studies have shown that dampness-related exposures from building dampness and mold have been associated with respiratory symptoms, asthma, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, rhinosinusitis, bronchitis, and respiratory infections in research studies. Individuals with asthma or hypersensitivity pneumonitis may be at risk for progression to more severe disease if the relationship between illness and exposure to the damp building is not recognized and exposures continue.” CDC and NIOSH recommend that employers and building owners always respond to occupant health concerns, regularly inspect areas such as roofs and crawlspaces for evidence of dampness, repair moisture-damaged building materials, and inform occupants of the respiratory effects of building dampness.

ATSDR Releases Final Toxicological Profiles for Ten Priority Hazardous Substances
The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry published a notice announcing the release of final toxicological profiles for ten priority hazardous substances, including radon, chromium, cadmium, and carbon monoxide. The Administrator of ATSDR is statutorily required to “prepare toxicological profiles for each substance included on the priority list of hazardous substances (also called the Substance Priority List). This list identifies 275 hazardous substances that ATSDR (in cooperation with EPA) has determined pose the most significant potential threat to human health… In addition, ATSDR has the authority to prepare toxicological profiles for substances not found at sites on the National Priorities List.”

Department of Commerce
NOAA Seeks Review Editors for National Climate Assessment Draft Report
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is seeking nominations of review editors for the draft report of the National Climate Assessment and Development Advisory Committee (NCADAC). The report is intended to synthesize and summarize the science and information on the current and future domestic impacts of climate change. Review editors will be “responsible for compliance review to determine whether or not public, Federal Agency, and National Research Council comments have been adequately addressed by the chapter authors. Review Editors must be subject matter experts, and may not be members of the NCADAC or members of chapter author teams.” The chapters requiring review are as follows: Our Changing Climate; Water Resources; Energy Supply and Use; Transportation; Agriculture; Forestry; Ecosystems and Biodiversity; Human Health; Water, Energy, and Land
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Use; Urban Systems; Infrastructure, and Vulnerability; Tribal, Indigenous, and Native Lands and Resources; Land Use and Land Cover Change; Rural Communities; Biogeochemical Cycles; Northeast Region; Southeast and Caribbean Region; Midwest Region; Great Plains Region; Southwest Region; Northwest Region; Oceans and Marine Resources; Coastal Zone Development and Ecosystems; Decision Support; Mitigation, Adaptation; Research Agenda for Climate Change Science; The NCA Long-Term Process.

**NOAA Announces Meeting of National Climate Assessment and Development Advisory Committee**

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration announced a conference call meeting of the National Climate Assessment and Development Advisory Committee (NCADAC) on Friday, January 11th, from 11:00am – 1:00pm. “The committee's mission is to synthesize and summarize the science and information pertaining to current and future impacts of climate change upon the United States; and to provide advice and recommendations toward the development of an ongoing, sustainable national assessment of global change impacts and adaptation and mitigation strategies for the Nation. Within the scope of its mission, the committee's specific objective is to produce a National Climate Assessment.” The meeting will only be open to public participation during a 10-minute period from 12:45 – 12:55pm, during which public statements and comments may be made to the Committee.

**Department of Labor**

**OSHA Announces Public Meetings on the Prevention of Backover Injuries and Fatalities**

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration announced informal stakeholder meetings on January 8th, 2013, and February 5th, 2013 to discuss the prevention of backover injuries and fatalities. “New technologies have been developed to address backing hazards, including: Cameras and proximity sensing technology, such as radar and sonar, and new types of audible alarms that focus the alarm's sound or are combined with lights. In addition, internal traffic plans that control the flow of traffic and limit backing can help prevent backovers. The Agency is considering whether these technologies or other approaches, including training for drivers and spotters, can better address the risks of backing equipment which have an obstructed view to the rear.” OSHA is interested in hearing from stakeholders on the risks of backovers, the effectiveness of current measures in preventing backovers, the number of vehicles or employees affected, and the potential costs of protective measures.

**Export-Import Bank**

**Ex-Im Bank Receives Application for $100+ Million to Fund Export of Locomotive Kits to South Africa**

The Export-Import Bank published a notice announcing the receipt of an application for a long-term loan or financial guarantee in excess of $100 million to fund the export of locomotive kits to South Africa. If approved, these exports would be used by the State-Owned Freight Transport Company to facilitate South African freight transit. Comments are due on January 14th, 2013.